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The Data Manageme unique in the Space Station 
- It has no "functio subsystems, i.e., it does not generate a state 
ain cabin temperature, or  hold vehicle attitude, etc. 
ment System provides a set of services for all other 
subsystems 
I = Provides computational resources / - Transmits commands, messages and data between application programs I - It is the means by which avionic systems integration is accomplished 
Since every subsystem is dependent on the DMS, it was identified as a long 
lead item during Phase B studies 4eee4  not because it was technically difficult, 
but because it had to be ready before any other subsystem design could be 
finalized 
Any other Space Station subsystem can be modified, enhanced or replaced 
with new technology and only has to reverify a single interface with the DMS 
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DMS EVOLUTION LI ON CONFIGURATION 
* The time to consider evolution is during the original design phase 
* Although hard lines must be drawn and the final flight designs developed, 
growth and evolution paths can be defined based on technology projections 
The DMS Advanced Architectures task at the Ames Research Center has 
been chartered by the Level 1 Space Station Engineering Office to evaluate 
potential candidates for DMS growth and evolution 
- Task includes: hardware and software technology, system software 
enhancement, payload au tion and software tool evolution 
- Task is done in coordina son Space Center 
- Status reports presented to other Nasa Centers and contractors at 
quarterly SATWG meetings and monthly Architecture Panel telecons 
- Payload integration stu in cooperation with several Ames 
payload research scienti 
An advanced development test bed is being assembled to support 
sirnutations and analytical studies with hardware and software evaluation 
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The DMS Advanced Architecture Task Status 
Detailed evaluation of 386 processor selected for th 
- Determined that flight processor will have 3 MI 
compared to 4 MIPS for commercial equivalent 
- Difference is due to absence of cache memory in flight unit 
Recommended that Station Project Office not cons e 486 as a 
upgrade candidate 
- 486 has on-chip cache memory but it does not h ity 
units are susceptible to single event upsets (SEU) from high particle 
nd high density memory chips need parity or E 
r early delivery of 586 chips from Intel fo 
sion of FDDI has been received and evalua 
parallel processing systems developed 
reased computational capacity and fau 
I Technique for converting digraph models to fault trees for reliability analysis 
I has been completed. Fault tree to digraph conversion now under consideration 
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